Battle of Hogwarts
Date: 2 May
, 1998
Location: Hogwarts Castleand grounds, 
Highlands, Scotland, Great Britain
Cause: Voldemort's army lays siege to Hogwarts in order to capture Harry Potter
Result: Decisive victory for the Order of the Phoenix and Dumbledore's Army. End of the Second
Wizarding War. Dissolution of the Death Eaters, collapse of Voldemort's control over the Ministry of
Magic and the final defeat of Lord Voldemort.
Letter From Your Under Secretary General,
Dear Delegates,
I welcome you to HOMEMUN’20 and Harry Potter Committee !
My name Doğa Keskin .I am studying at Atayurt Science High School as a 10th grader. It is my pleasure
to introduce myself as your under secretary general.

As your Under Secretary General , i will always be here to help you and answer your questions. I
know most of you are potterheads and please be active during the committee and sessions to
make this magical world great again! Don’t be embarrassed to make mistakes and join the
committee,have fun! You can always contact me via. dgkskn22@gmail.com.
Best Regards

What Is The Battle Of Hogwarts
The Battle of Hogwarts was the final conflict of the Second Wizarding War. It took place in the
early hours of 2 May, 1998, within the castle and on the grounds of Hogwarts School of Witchcraft And
Wizardry in the mountainous region of Scotland
When the Dark Wizard Lord Voldemort learned that his archenemy Harry Potter had secretly
ventured into the castle to locate and destroy one of his final Horcruxes, he ordered every single Death
Eater and dark creature that had ever pledged loyalty to him to launch a massive attack on the school.
Dumbledore's Army then communicated the need to fight to the Order of the Phoenix and their other allies
within the British Ministry Of Magic, leading to a large-scale battle. Voldemort led his forces from the
Shrieking Shack in Hogsmeade; while Harry Potter, Kingsley Shacklebolt and Minerva McGonagall led
the defenders of Hogwarts. Voldemort also announced that he wanted Harry Potter to surrender himself by
midnight.
The battle ended with a decisive victory for the Order and the D.A., with many Death Eaters and
Voldemort himself dead. It was the most devastating battle of the war, with casualties including: Lord
Voldemort, Bellatrix Lestrange, Remus Lupin, Nymphadora Tonks, Severus Snape, Fred Weasley, Colin

Creevey, and at least fifty more who fought against Voldemort and his Death Eaters. It is also assumed to
be the final conflict in which the Elder Wand took part, due to it being resealed in Albus Dumbledore's
tomb after the battle
Background of Events
On 1 August, 1997, Minister for Magic Rufus Scrimgeour was secretly captured by Voldemort
and interrogated for the whereabouts of Harry Potter. However, in one last brave act for Harry,
Scrimgeour told Voldemort nothing, and was murdered by the Dark Lord as a result. This easily placed
the Ministry of Magic under the secret influential control of Voldemort and his Death Eaters, who quickly
replaced Scrimgeour with Pius Thicknesse, a corrupt politician under the Imperius Curse and a puppet of
Voldemort. Hogwarts also quickly fell under Voldemort's influence, and he appointed Severus Snape as
the new Headmaster (interestingly, Snape had killed the previous headmaster, Albus Dumbledore, just a
month before). The Carrow siblings, Amycus and Alecto, were also appointed as Deputy
Headmaster-Deputy Headmistress, and also became teachers. Amycus Carrow became Professor of
Defense against the Dark Arts and Alecto Carrow became Professor of Muggle Studies.
Two school subjects were revised at Voldemort's will; Defense Against the Dark Arts was more or
less taught simply as Dark Arts, and Muggle Studies became a compulsory class for indoctrinating hatred
against Muggles and Muggle-borns, rather than opt for peace with them. Snape and the Carrows enforced
Voldemort's agenda brutally at Hogwarts. Students given detention for any wrongdoing were subjected to
the Cruciatus Curse by either of the Carrows— as well as by other students on the Carrows' orders;
particularly Slytherin students. As a result of this, a band of students began to fight back very early on in
the 1997-1998 school year, led by seventh year Neville Longbottom and sixth years Ginny Weasley,
Cormac McLaggen and Luna Lovegood. This group stood as the successor to the original Dumbledore's
Army, founded by Harry Potter, Ron Weasley, and Hermione Granger in 1995.
Search for Horcruxes
At the climax of the Battle of the Astronomy Tower the previous year, Albus Dumbledore was
killed by then-Defense Against the Dark Arts teacher, Professor Snape. Dumbledore, however, had
secretly planned his death with Snape; and unknown to anyone; his spirit continued to aid Harry by giving
Snape special orders through Dumbledore's portrait in the Headmaster's Office. Dumbledore then left
Harry Potter with a final task; to find and destroy the remaining Horcruxes that Voldemort created at
different points in his life to ensure his immortality. Over several months, Harry, Ron, and Hermione tried
to locate the Horcruxes; their efforts included infiltrating the Ministry to acquire Salazar Slytherin's locket
(which was later destroyed by Ron Weasley in December of 1997).
Furthermore, the day before the battle, the trio succeeded in breaking into the vault belonging to
Bellatrix Lestrange within Gringotts in Diagon Alley to obtain Helga Hufflepuff's Cup, another Horcrux.
Two other Horcruxes had also been destroyed prior to Dumbledore's death: Voldemort's old diary from his
school years at Hogwarts was destroyed in 1993 by Harry Potter, and a ring which had belonged to
Voldemort's grandfather, Marvolo Gaunt, was destroyed by Dumbledore sometime in July, 1996. Harry
then returned to Hogwarts to search for another of Voldemort's Horcruxes, an object he believed had
something to do with Gryffindor or Ravenclaw, both which are Hogwarts Houses.
First half of the battle

Suddenly, Voldemort's magically amplified voice rang through the hall and heard throughout all
of Hogwarts and Hogsmeade. Voldemort informed the school that if they surrendered Harry to him by
midnight, nobody in the school would be hurt. Pansy Parkinson, spotting Harry, stood and shrieked for
someone to grab him; all of Gryffindor House rose in a mass, almost immediately followed by all of
Ravenclaw and Hufflepuff, and as one drew their wands, indicating their willingness to fight for Harry.
Professor McGonagall announced that all of Slytherin house would be evacuated, followed by the other
Houses, through the passage through the Hog's Head Inn, though those of age were welcome to stay if
they wished; though no Slytherins remained, a number of older Ravenclaws, a quarter of Hufflepuff and
half of Gryffindor remained to fight. Prompted by Professor McGonagall, Harry set out again in search of
the Horcrux. Heading down an empty corridor, he began to panic — he has no idea where to search for the
Horcrux or where Ron and Hermione were. Although all those under aged were to be evacuated, two
known students, Colin Creevey and Ginny Weasley, both of whom aged 16, sneaked back into the
battlefield, directly defying the ordered evacuation.
As the defenders of Hogwarts prepared to hold off Voldemort so that Harry could finish his search
for the object of Ravenclaw's, the Death Eaters launched attacks on the castle but were kept from entering.
The Hogwarts defenders were able to fend off the Death Eaters using an array of tactics: Professor Sprout
and Neville planned to use dangerous plants from the greenhouses against the Death Eaters, such as
lobbying mandrakes over the walls, Devil's Snare, Venomous Tentaculas and Snargaluff pods, as well as
the bewitched suits of armor and wand duels. The whole castle shook with the force of the Death Eaters'
sinister enchantments, and Harry met up with Aberforth Dumbledore and Rubeus Hagrid, his boarhound
Fang, and his giant half-brother, Grawp, as they joined in defending the castle against Death Eaters.
During the duels, portraits on the walls, including that of Sir Cadogan, rushed between their canvases
screaming news from other parts of the castle or giving encouragements to the fighters.
After Scabior tested if it was safe to cross the now-broken protections, the Snatchers charged into
the Wooden Bridge. As Neville ran for the Clock Tower Courtyard, he briefly dueled Scabior before
casting a spell that rebounded into the wooden beams producing a large explosion on the Sundial
Garden-side of the Wooden Bridge.
As the Snatchers fell into the ravine below, Neville threw himself onto the un-exploded part of the
bridge, holding to the intact wooden beams, as Ginny Weasley, Seamus Finnigan, Cho Chang, Ernie
Macmillan, Leanne, Padma Patil, and Nigel Wolpert managed to help him up.
Search for the diadem
While the battle raged on, Harry thought about possible locations of the Ravenclaw-related
Horcrux. All anyone seemed to associate with Ravenclaw was the Lost Diadem, but no one had seen the
diadem in living memory. At this thought, Harry decided to ask a ghost, as they had been around much
longer than anyone else. Harry found Nearly Headless Nick, and asked him where he might find the
Ravenclaw house ghost. Somewhat miffed that Harry did not want his help, Nick pointed out the Grey
Lady, and Harry eventually chased her down and asked if she knew anything about the diadem. After
gaining her trust, she revealed that, during her life, she was Rowena Ravenclaw's daughter, Helena, and
she stole the diadem from her mother to make herself cleverer.
She revealed that she hid the diadem in a hollow tree in a forest in Albania, and she also
ashamedly admitted to having told one other student about it, many years before. Harry privately thought
that the Grey Lady was only one of many who had been hoodwinked by Tom Riddle's charms. Harry put

together that Voldemort found the diadem in Albania, and brought it back to Hogwarts to hide it the night
he asked Dumbledore for the Defense Against the Dark Arts job. Harry then remembered that Voldemort
operated alone and may have been arrogant enough to think that he alone discovered Hogwarts secret of
the Room of Requirement. Harry knew immediately that Voldemort had hidden the Lost Diadem there.
Returning to the Room of Requirement, Harry found Ron and Hermione there. They informed him
that Ron had opened the Chamber of Secrets by mimicking the Parseltongue language Harry had made to
open the Locket Horcrux, and Hermione had recovered several Basilisk fangs, using one of them to
destroy Helga Hufflepuff's Cup, one of the Horcruxes and recovering the others to destroy any future
Horcruxes that they found. Reunited, the trio went to the Room of Requirement to search for the Horcrux.
Ginny was inside, along with Tonks, and Mrs. Longbottom (Neville's grandmother) who had
sealed off the tunnel to the Hog's Head Inn. The three women soon left to join the battle, in order for the
trio to change the setting of the Room of Requirement. When Ron said that he wanted to warn the
house-elves, an overjoyed Hermione flung herself into Ron's arms, kissing him. He kissed her back, their
unspoken feelings finally shared. The trio then entered the Room of Requirement, which Harry had
re-opened as the junk storage warehouse where Voldemort had placed the diadem.
Room of Requirement
Harry, Ron, and Hermione split up to search for the diadem within the mounds of hidden objects.
As Harry found it, however, he was cornered by Draco Malfoy and his sidekicks, Vincent Crabbe and
Gregory Goyle. A fierce duel erupted; Hermione found Harry and his enemies and fired a Stunning Spell
at Crabbe, which would have hit him had Malfoy not pulled him out of the way, and Crabbe responded
with a Killing Curse which Hermione dodged. Infuriated that Crabbe had actually attempted murder,
Harry fired a Stunning Spell at Crabbe, who inadvertently knocked Malfoy's wand out of his hand before
firing a second Killing Curse at Ron, who pursued in rage while Goyle was disarmed by Harry and
Stunned by Hermione. Attempting to destroy them, Crabbe unleashed Fiendfyre, setting the room ablaze.
The flames began to burn the multiple objects in the room.
As the cursed fire consumed the whole room, Crabbe was lost amongst the flames, now looking
terrified as he had no control over the flames. Harry spotted some old broomsticks and in order to escape
from the conflagration, mounted them to escape. As they left, though, Harry saw Malfoy and the still
unconscious Goyle and rescued them. He then saw the diadem being thrown about by the Fiendfyre and
grabbed it as well, then he made for the door. They narrowly missed being killed by the inferno, and upon
getting out of the room they collapsed on the hallway floor. As they flew out into the corridor, the door
slammed shut behind them and vanished. Now landed, Harry watched as the diadem emitted a thin shriek
and then fell apart in his hand. Hermione then mentioned that Fiendfyre was one of the few things capable
of destroying Horcruxes.
Snape's Death
Before reaching the end of the tunnel, Harry put on the Invisibility Cloak and extinguished his lit
wand. He then heard voices coming from the room directly ahead of him, muffled by a crate blocking the
tunnel. Harry saw through the tiny gap between the crate and wall Nagini, swirling and coiling in her
protective, floating enchanted sphere, and a long-fingered white hand toying with a wand.
Snape, inches away from where Harry crouched, hidden, told Voldemort that the castle's
resistance was crumbling, and Voldemort told Snape that there was no need for Snape to return to the fray.

Snape offered to bring Potter to Voldemort in the Shrieking Shack, but Voldemort declined, changing the
subject by saying that the Elder Wand has only performed his usual magic, that it had not revealed the
legendary and extraordinary powers it was said to possess. Snape then begged Voldemort to let him return
to the battle and find Potter, but Voldemort declined again, saying that the boy would come to him, as he
would hate watching his friends die for him when handing himself over was the only way to stop it.
Voldemort said his instructions to his Death Eaters had been perfectly clear: capture Potter alive. While
they could kill as many of his friends as they wanted, they must not kill the boy.
Snape protested, wishing to return and bring Voldemort the boy, but Voldemort angrily declined
once again and asked Snape why both wands he used, his own wand and Lucius Malfoy's wand, failed
when ordered to kill Harry. Voldemort told Snape that after both of the wands failed he sought the Elder
Wand, the Deathstick, Wand of Destiny; he took it from the grave of Albus Dumbledore. Snape pleaded
again to go to the boy, but Voldemort ignored him and told Snape that he had been wondering why the
Elder Wand refused to be what it ought to be, and that believed he now had the answer.
Voldemort told Snape that he had been a valuable and faithful servant and that he regretted what
he had to do. Voldemort told Snape that the Elder Wand could not serve him properly because he was not
the wand's true master, which the wand belonged to the wizard who killed its last owner. Incorrectly
believing Snape to have won the wand's allegiance upon killing Albus Dumbledore, Voldemort believed
that while Snape lived, the Elder Wand would never truly belong to him. Thus, Voldemort believed that
Snape had to die so that Voldemort could become the Elder Wand's true master.
Snape tried to explain the situation, but Voldemort swiped the air with the Elder Wand before he
could finish, and Nagini's cage began to roll through the air. Snape yelled as the protective sphere encased
his head and shoulders. With no remorse, Voldemort ordered Nagini to kill Snape in Parseltongue. Snape
screamed while Nagini's fangs pierced his neck. Believing that the wand would now truly do his full
bidding, he pointed it at the starry cage holding the snake and caused it to drift upward, off Snape, who
fell sideways onto the floor with blood gushing from the wounds in his neck. Without a backward glance,
Voldemort swept from the room with the great serpent floating after him in its large protective sphere.
After Voldemort left the shack with Nagini, Harry pointed his wand at the crate blocking his
view, making it lift an inch into the air and drift sideways. Harry entered the room, not knowing why he
was approaching the dying man, not knowing what to feel as he saw Snape's white face and as Snape tried
to staunch the bloody wound at his neck. Harry took off the Invisibility Cloak and looked at the man who
he hated, and Snape's black eyes widened upon seeing Harry and tried to speak. As Harry bent over him,
Snape seized the front of Harry's robes and pulled him close.
Snape, barely alive, told Harry to "Take it", and as he did so, silvery-blue wisps, neither gas nor
liquid, were gushing from his mouth, ears, and eyes. Hermione conjured a crystal flask out of thin air, and
Harry lifted the silvery substance into the flask with his wand. When the flask was full, Snape's grip on
Harry's robes slackened and he asked to look into Harry's green eyes. Harry's green eyes looked into
Snape's black eyes for a moment, before something in Snape's eyes vanished, the hand holding Harry's
robes fell to the floor, and Snape's life ebbed away.
Snape's Memories
Unable to bear the sight and ashamed at the damage he had caused, Harry runs to the
Headmaster's office, where all the portraits stand empty, and finds Dumbledore's Pensieve. Harry poured

Snape's memories into the Pensieve, and hoping to briefly escape his own mind, entered the basin. He
found himself in a playground. A young, small boy, whom Harry recognized as Snape, was watching two
girls, Petunia and Lily Evans, from behind a small bush. After Lily shows some strange tricks to her older
sister, unaware she is performing magic, Snape emerges and informs Lily that she is a witch and derides
Petunia as a Muggle. Insulted at being called a witch, Lily follows her indignant sister away, leaving
Snape bitterly disappointed. It is apparent he was planning this for a while and it didn't go the way he
wanted it to.
The scene dissolved and reformed into a new one: Snape telling Lily about Hogwarts and magic,
including Azkaban and the Dementors. When Lily inquired about Snape's parents, he said that they are
still arguing, revealing Snape's unhappy home life. When Petunia appeared and insulted Snape, a tree
branch above broke and fell on her. Accusing Snape of breaking the branch, Lily goes away, leaving him
miserable and confused. The scene reformed again into a different memory. Snape was standing on
Platform Nine and Three-Quarters next to a thin, sour-looking woman whom Harry recognized as Snape's
mother. Snape was staring at Lily's family. Petunia and Lily were arguing. Petunia called Lily a freak for
being a witch, and Lily retorted that Petunia had not thought so when she wrote to Professor Dumbledore,
asking for admission to attend Hogwarts. An embarrassed Petunia realized that Lily and Snape went
through her room and read her letter. She proceeded to insult them and they parted on bad terms and
stayed on bad terms.
The scene reformed once more, and inside the Hogwarts Express, Snape finds a compartment with
Lily and two boys. She was upset over her sister's hurtful words. Snape began to say that she is only a
Muggle but instead grandly announced that they finally were going off to Hogwarts. When he mentions
she had better be in Slytherin, one of the boys, the young James Potter, scornfully remarks to his friend,
Sirius Black, which he would rather leave than be in Slytherin, and preferred Gryffindor. Snape engaged
in an argument with Sirius and James, until an indignant Lily asked Snape to follow her to a different
compartment. The scene dissolved again into the Hogwarts' Great Hall during the House sorting
ceremony. Lily was sorted into Gryffindor, much to Snape's dismay. Remus Lupin, Peter Pettigrew, and
James Potter are also sorted into Gryffindor, joining Sirius Black. Finally, Snape is sorted into Slytherin.
At the Slytherin table, he receives a pat on the back from a Prefect, Lucius Malfoy.
The scene changed to Lily and Snape arguing. Lily said they were still friends, though she detests
whom Snape hangs out with, naming Avery and Mulciber specifically. Snape counters by mentioning the
trouble James Potter and his friends cause and hints that Lupin is a Werewolf too. The fight is resolved
when Snape is satisfied when Lily criticises James as an "arrogant toerag." The scene switches for the
sixth time and is the same memory Harry saw before when he peeked into Snape's Pensieve during their
Occlumency lessons in his fifth year. Harry keeps his distance somewhat, not caring to witness this
memory again. It ends when he hears Snape shouting "Mudblood" at Lily. The scene changes to night time
in front of the Gryffindor Tower. Snape was remorseful for calling Lily a Mudblood and had threatened to
sleep outside the entrance had she not come to see him. Despite his deep, desperate apologies, the angry
Lily is fed up with Snape and will not forgive him, and disapproves of him having friends with Death
Eater ambitions. She leaves him and the scene dissolves.
Harry then learns that Snape had revealed the prophecy made by Sybill Trelawney (not knowing,
at first that it was referring to Lily and her family) to Voldemort, prompting the Dark Lord to attack the
Potters in an attempt to prevent its fulfilment. Though he asked Voldemort to spare Lily, Snape, still
fearing for her safety, went to Dumbledore and begged him to protect the Potters. Dumbledore agreed and

ensured that they were placed under the Fidelius Charm. In return, Snape became a re-doubled agent for
the Order of the Phoenix against Voldemort, using his powers of Occlumency to hide his betrayal from his
master. Even with his efforts to protect her, Snape felt responsible for Lily's death when the Potters were
betrayed by their Secret-Keeper, Peter Pettigrew.
The scene switched to Dumbledore's office. Snape, grief-stricken, was slumped in a chair with a
grim-looking Dumbledore standing over him. Snape asked why Dumbledore failed to keep Lily and her
family safe, Dumbledore replied that they put their faith in the wrong person, much like himself when he
trusted Voldemort to spare Lily's life. He said that her son, Harry, survived. Snape wished he were dead
with Lily, and Dumbledore told him that if he truly loved Lily, he would help protect Harry when
Voldemort returned. Snape reluctantly agreed, making Dumbledore promise never to tell anyone that he
was protecting James Potter's son, ever.
In Snape's memories, Harry finds that Snape, always loyal to Dumbledore because of a promise he
had made out of his unrequited love for Harry's mother, had been playing a dangerous double game,
protecting Harry and feeding Dumbledore information from the Death Eaters while pretending to be
Voldemort's most loyal lieutenant all his life by feeding information to Voldemort that Dumbledore
instructed him to. Snape demanded of Dumbledore, however, that his deep love for Lily (his reason for
switching sides) be kept a secret. Dumbledore agreed and he kept the secret for the rest of his life.
Snape's memories then revealed that Dumbledore had been afflicted by a powerful curse cast on
Marvolo Gaunt's ring, one of Voldemort's Horcruxes, prior to the start of Harry's sixth year at Hogwarts.
Although Snape's knowledge of the Dark Arts enabled him to slow the spread of the curse, the curse
would have ultimately killed Dumbledore within a year. Dumbledore, aware that Voldemort had ordered
Draco to kill him, asked Snape to kill him instead as a way of sparing the boy's soul and of preventing his
own otherwise slow, painful death. Although Snape was reluctant, even asking about the impact of such
an action on his own soul, Dumbledore implied that this kind of coup de grace would not damage a
human's soul in the same way murder would; mercifully ending a life is different. Snape eventually agreed
to do as the Headmaster requested and a plan was formed.
The memory showed Albus Dumbledore telling Snape that, if there is ever a time when
Voldemort keeps Nagini magically protected and always in his sight, Snape must then tell Harry that he is
a seventh Horcrux, inadvertently created by Voldemort and that Harry must die in order for Voldemort to
be killed. Snape feels tricked, upset that Dumbledore made him protect Lily's son only to have him die.
Dumbledore asks if Snape has grown to care for Harry, but Snape spurned that possibility and casts his
Patronus, a silver-white doe. Dumbledore asks Snape, "After all this time?” to which Snape says,
"Always."
Harry's sacrifice
Harry surfaced from the Pensieve and finally knew the truth; he was not meant to survive. His job
had been to dispose of Voldemort's Horcruxes and then walk calmly to his death. As he lay on the floor of
the Headmaster's office, Harry felt terror and fear at the knowledge that he had to die. He understood that
Dumbledore had always planned for him to die, in order to defeat Voldemort. When he reached the edge
of the forest, he felt the chill of a swarm of Dementors. He had no strength left for a Patronus. He felt like
he could not go on, but he knew that he must, the game was over, the Snitch had been caught. At this, he

pulled out of the Snitch he had inherited from Dumbledore, the first Snitch he had ever caught, and
understanding was coming to him quickly.
Understanding inscription on the Snitch, I open at the close, Harry pressed the golden metal to his
lips and whispered, "I am about to die". The metal shell broke open, and Harry lit Draco's wand beneath
the Cloak. He saw the black stone with the jagged crack running down the center sitting in the two halves
of the Snitch. The Resurrection Stone had cracked down the vertical line representing the Elder Wand. ,
Harry closed his eyes and turned the stone over in his hand three times.
Harry opened his eyes and saw the shades of James Potter, Sirius Black, Remus Lupin, and Lily
Evans. Lily told Harry how brave he had been, and Sirius told him that death does not hurt at all. Harry,
mostly addressing Lupin, told them all that he had not wanted any of them to die, especially because
Lupin will never know his son, but Lupin said that he hoped his son would understand that he died to have
the boy live a happier life. James told Harry that they would stay with him until the very end, and Sirius
informed him that the others would not be able to see them, as they were a part of Harry and invisible to
everyone else.
They set off, and the Dementor's chill did not overcome him; his companions acted like
Patronuses, and Harry continued deeper in the forest to find Voldemort. He heard a thud and a whisper,
and Yaxley and Dolohov emerged from behind a nearby tree, with Yaxley saying he heard something and
suggested that Harry was under his Invisibility Cloak. Deciding it must have been an animal, the two
decided Harry's time to come was over and that they would return to the other Death Eaters to await
orders.

Harry followed them, knowing that they would lead him to Voldemort, and his mother and his
father smiled in encouragement. In mere minutes, Harry saw Yaxley and Dolohov step into the clearing
that once belonged to the monstrous Aragog. A fire burned in the middle of the clearing, and there was a
crowd of Death Eaters around it. Two giants sat on the outskirts of the group. Harry noticed Lucius
Malfoy looking defeated and terrified, while Narcissa had sunken eyes full of apprehension. Voldemort
looked up at Dolohov and Yaxley, and they informed him that there was no sign of the boy. Voldemort
told the Death Eaters that he expected Harry to come and that it appeared he was mistaken. Harry
contradicted Voldemort as loudly as he could, while the Resurrection Stone slipped between his fingers.
His parents, Sirius, and Lupin vanished. Voldemort stood up and observed Harry. Harry did not attempt to
attack Nagini, knowing she was too well protected. To the open view of the Death Eaters, Voldemort
struck Harry with the Killing Curse, seemingly killing him.
Second half of the battle
Harry found himself lying face down on the hard ground again, with the smell of the forest in his
nostrils and the hinge of his glasses, which were knocked sideways when he fell, cutting into his temple.
He was aching, and the place where the Killing Curse hit him felt like the bruise of a painful punch, but he
feigned death by remaining exactly where he had fallen with his left arm bent out at an awkward angle and
his mouth open. Harry expected to hear cheers of triumph and jubilation at his death, but instead he heard
hurried footsteps, whispers, and solicitous murmurs filling the air.
He then heard Bellatrix's voice, speaking as if to a lover as she addressed Voldemort. Harry, not
daring to open his eyes, allowed his other senses to explore his situation, and he found that his wand was

stowed beneath his robes and due to a slight cushioning effect around his stomach, he knew that the
Invisibility Cloak was also there. Bellatrix addressed Voldemort again, but he cut her off. Harry heard
more footsteps, and several people backed away from the same spot. Opening his eyes a millimeter, Harry
saw that Voldemort seemed to be getting to his feet with various Death Eaters hurrying away from him,
with only Bellatrix remaining kneeled beside him.
Harry closed his eyes and considered what he saw. The Death Eaters had been huddled around
Voldemort, who seemed to have fallen to the ground; perhaps Voldemort had also collapsed when he hit
Harry with the Killing Curse. Both of them had fallen briefly unconscious and both of them had now
returned. Voldemort declined Bellatrix's offer of assistance coldly, and asked if the boy was dead. There
was complete silence in the clearing as no one approached Harry, and with a bang and a small shriek of
pain Voldemort ordered someone to examine Harry and then tell him whether the boy was dead.
Voldemort himself was wary of approaching him, as he suspected not everything had gone
according to plan. Harry felt a woman's hands touch his face, pull back an eyelid, creep beneath his shirt,
down to his chest, and feel his heart.
Harry's fear intensified, knowing that she could feel the steady pounding of his heartbeat against
his ribs. In a barely audible whisper, with her lips an inch from Harry's ear and her long hair shielding his
face from the onlookers, the woman asked if Draco was alive and in the castle. Harry breathed back a
"yes". Getting to her feet, Narcissa Malfoy falsely announced to the watchers that the boy was indeed
dead.
Now the Death Eaters shouted, yelling in triumph and stamping their feet, and Harry saw through
his eyelids bursts of red and silver light shoot into the air in celebration. Still feigning death on the ground,
Harry understood that Narcissa no longer cared whether Voldemort won, and so she lied to the Dark Lord
knowing that the only way she would be permitted to enter Hogwarts, and find her son, was as part of the
conquering army. Screeching over the tumult, Voldemort announced that now, with Harry Potter dead by
his hand, no man could ever threaten him. Voldemort then cast the Cruciatus Curse on Harry's body,
believing that his body must not be allowed to remain unsullied upon the floor but must be subjected to
humiliation to prove Voldemort's victory. Harry was lifted into the air, and he tried as hard as he could to
remain limp, yet the pain he expected from the Torture Curse did not come. He was thrown three times
into the air, and his glasses fell off while his wand slid a little beneath his robes, and he kept himself
floppy and lifeless. When he fell to the ground for the last time, the clearing was still echoing with jeers
and shrieks of laughter.
Voldemort then announced that they would go to the castle to display the defenders of Hogwarts
what had become of Harry. Voldemort decided that Hagrid should carry Harry's body, as the boy would be
nice and visible in Hagrid's arms, and Harry felt his glasses slammed onto his face with deliberate force
when Voldemort ordered that he wear the glasses to be recognizable. The enormous hands that lifted
Harry up were exceedingly gentle, and Harry could feel Hagrid's arms trembling with the force of his
sobs; great tears splashed down upon him as Hagrid cradled Harry in his arms, but Harry did not dare to
tell Hagrid that all was not, yet, lost. Voldemort commanded Hagrid to move, and Hagrid stumbled
forward as he forced his way through the close-growing trees back through the forest. Branches caught at
Harry's hair and robes, but he continued to feign death with his mouth lolling open and his eyes shut and
in the darkness, with the Death Eaters crowing all around them and Hagrid still sobbing, no one looked to
see if a pulse beat in Harry's exposed neck.

Two giants crashed along behind the Death Eaters, and Harry could hear trees creaking and falling
as they passed. The giants made so much noise that the birds’ rose shrieking into the sky, and even the
jeers of the Death Eaters were drowned. The victorious procession continued to march on toward the open
ground, and Harry could tell, after a while, by the lightening of the darkness through his closed eyelids,
that the trees were beginning to thin. Then, Hagrid unexpectedly bellowed at Bane and the other centaurs
for not fighting, asking them if they were happy that Harry was dead, but he broke down in fresh tears and
couldn't finish. Harry could not tell how many centaurs watched their procession pass, and he heard of
some Death Eaters calling insults at the centaurs as they left them behind. A little later, Harry sensed, by a
freshening of the air, that they had reached the edge of the forest, and Voldemort commanded Hagrid to
stop and due to Hagrid's lurch, Harry suspected that the gamekeeper had been forced to obey. A chill
began to settle over them, and Harry heard the rasping breath of Dementors that patrolled the outer trees.
However, the fact of his own survival burned inside of him, acting like a Patronus in his heart.
Announcing Harry Potter's alleged death
Voldemort, his voice magically magnified, announced that Harry was dead and that he was killed
as he ran away, trying to save himself. He told the defenders of Hogwarts that his Death Eaters
outnumbered them and the Boy Who Lived was finished. Calling for no more war, Voldemort threatened
that anyone who continued to resist would be killed, but that those who came out and knelt before him
would be forgiven and spared. He then claimed that there must be no more conflict, offering the survivors
the chance to join the Death Eaters and help the Dark Lord build a New World Order together. Voldemort
strode in front of the procession, followed by a weeping Hagrid carrying Harry's supposed dead body, and
wearing Nagini, now free of her enchanted cage, around his shoulders. Hagrid continued to sob, and Harry
strained his ears to distinguish above the gleeful voice of the Death Eaters and their footsteps any sign of
life from those within the castle.
The Death Eaters came to a halt, and Harry could see through his closed lids light streaming upon
him from the Entrance Hall. Harry waited for the moment when the people for whom he had tried to die
would see him, lying apparently dead, in Hagrid's arms. The first of the resistance to see Harry was
Professor McGonagall, whose scream of anger, despair and denial was all the more terrible to Harry's ears
because he had never imagined her capable of such a noise. The mocking laughter of another woman
nearby was heard, and he knew it was Bellatrix glorying in McGonagall's despair. Harry squinted again
for a single second and saw the open doorway filling with people, as the survivors of the battle came out
onto the front steps to face the Death Eaters and see the truth of Harry's death for himself.
Harry saw Voldemort standing a little in front of him, stroking Nagini's head with a single white
finger. He then heard Ron, Hermione and Ginny's shouts of horror, even worse than McGonagall's, but
Harry forced himself to remain lying silent. Their cries acted like a trigger, and the rest of the survivors
began screaming and yelling abuse at the Death Eaters until Voldemort cried for silence and with a bang
and flash of bright light, silence was forced upon them all.
Voldemort ordered Harry to be lowered down and set at his feet, and he proclaimed to the
survivors that Harry Potter was nothing but a boy who relied on others to sacrifice themselves for him.
Ron then yelled and cursed at Voldemort, claiming that Harry was always better then him, and the charm
broke and the defenders of Hogwarts were shouting and screaming again until another bang extinguished
their voices once more. Voldemort lied once more that Harry was killed when trying to sneak out of the
castle grounds, but he was interrupted by a scuffle and a shout, then a bang, a flash of light, and a grunt of

pain. Opening his eyes slightly, Harry saw that someone had broken free of the crowd and charged at
Voldemort, but hit the ground, disarmed, and Voldemort laughed as he threw the challenger's wand aside.
Voldemort asked the crowd who had stepped forth to show what happened to people who
continued to fight when the battle was lost. Laughing delightedly, Bellatrix answered that it was Neville
Longbottom, the student in particular who had been giving the Carrows so much trouble, and son of the
Aurors, Frank and Alice Longbottom. Voldemort turned back to a defenseless Neville, who was standing
between the survivors and Death Eaters. Impressed by Neville's bravery, Voldemort claimed that Neville
would be a very valuable Death Eater; but the latter instantly refused and showed his full allegiance to
Dumbledore's Army, and there was an answering cheer from the crowd, whom Voldemort's wand bangs
seemed unable to hold. Voldemort answered in a dangerous, silky voice that, if that was Neville's choice,
they would revert to the original plan.
Still watching through his lashes, Harry saw Voldemort wave his wand, and out of one of the
castle's windows came the ragged Sorting Hat. Voldemort announced that there would be no more Sorting
at Hogwarts; Gryffindor, Hufflepuff and Ravenclaw would be no more. In his mind, the colors of Salazar
Slytherin would suffice for everyone. He pointed his wand at Neville, who grew rigid and still as
Voldemort cast a Full Body-Bind Curse on him, then Voldemort forced the hat onto Neville's head. There
were movements from the watching crowd, but the Death Eaters raised their wands as one and held the
fighters of Hogwarts at bay. With a flick of his wand, Voldemort caused the Sorting Hat on Neville's head
to burst into flames.
Endgame
The yells of shock, cheers, and screams of delight at Harry's appearance were stifled, and silence
fell abruptly and completely as Voldemort and Harry stared at each other and began to circle each other,
like prowling lions sizing each other up. Harry called to the crowd that he didn't want anyone else to help,
that it had to just be him and Voldemort, though Voldemort hissed that Harry truly wanted someone to use
a shield, to sacrifice themselves for him. Harry replied that there were no more Horcruxes, that it was just
him and Voldemort: neither could live while the other survived, and one of them was going to leave for
good. Voldemort jeered at the proposal that Harry would survive, the boy who survived by accident and
because Dumbledore was pulling the strings.
Harry then asked if it was accident when his mother died to save him, accident when he decided to
fight in the graveyard, if it was an accident when he didn't defend himself that night, still survived, and
returned to fight again. Voldemort screamed that these were accidents, but he still did not strike, will the
hundreds watching in the Hall were frozen as if petrified. Voldemort proclaimed that it was accident and
chance, and that Harry crouched and sniveled behind the skirts of greater men and women and permitted
Voldemort to kill them for Harry to save himself. Harry replied that Voldemort wouldn't be killing anyone
else, as they stared into each other's eyes, green into red. Harry said that Voldemort wouldn't be able to
kill any of them ever again, because Harry was ready to die to stop him from hurting them, and that thus
he did what his mother did to him. He gave the defenders of Hogwarts sacrificial protection, and which
was why none of the spells Voldemort put on them were binding: Voldemort couldn't torture them, or
touch them, and Harry ended by calling Voldemort "Tom" and telling him he never learnt from his
mistakes.
Harry told Voldemort that he knew lots of important things that 'Riddle' didn't, and offered to tell
him some of them before he made another big mistake. Voldemort did not speak but continued prowling

in a circle, and Harry knew that he had kept him temporarily at bay and mesmerized, held back by the
possibility that Harry might indeed know a final secret. His snake's face jeering, Voldemort suggested that
the secret was love, Dumbledore's favorite solution that he claimed conquered death, but Voldemort said
that love did not stop him from killing Harry's mother, or Dumbledore falling from the top of the
Astronomy Tower, and that nobody seemed to love Harry enough to run forward and take Voldemort's
curse. Voldemort then asked, if nobody sacrificed themselves for Harry, what would stop Harry from
dying when he struck.
As they circled each other, wrapped in each other, held apart by nothing but the last secret,
Voldemort suggested that, if it wasn't love that would save Harry, Harry must believe he possessed magic
that Voldemort didn't, or a weapon more powerful than Voldemort's. When Harry said he believed both,
shock flitted across the snakelike face, but it was instantly dispelled as Voldemort began to laugh at the
possibility that Harry knew more magic than he did, than Lord Voldemort, the wizard who performed
magic Dumbledore himself never dreamed of. Harry contradicted this, saying that Dumbledore did indeed
dream of it, but that he knew more than Voldemort, he knew enough not to do what Voldemort had done.
Voldemort screamed that this meant Dumbledore was weak, too weak to dare, too weak to take what
might have been his, and what would soon be Voldemort's. Harry again disagreed, saying that
Dumbledore was cleverer than Voldemort; a better wizard and a better man.
Voldemort said that he brought about the death of Albus Dumbledore, but Harry told Voldemort
that he was wrong. At this, for the first time, the watching crowd stirred as the hundreds of people around
the walls drew breath as one. Voldemort hurled the words that Dumbledore was dead at Harry as though
they would cause him unendurable pain, and added that his body was decaying in the marble tomb on the
Hogwarts grounds, never to return. Harry calmly agreed that Dumbledore was dead, but that Voldemort
didn't have him killed. Harry told him that Dumbledore chose his own manner of dying, chose it months
before he died, that he arranged the whole thing with the man Voldemort thought was his servant.
Voldemort said that this was a childish dream, but he still did not strike, and his red eyes did not waver
from Harry's.
Harry said that Severus Snape was never Voldemort's, that he was Dumbledore's from the moment
Voldemort had started hunting down Lily Evans. Harry added that Voldemort never realized this because
of the thing he can't understand. Harry asked Voldemort if he had ever seen Snape cast a Patronus, and
Voldemort did not answer as they continued to circle each other like wolves about to tear each other apart.
Harry revealed that Snape's Patronus was a doe, the same as Lily's, because he loved her for nearly all of
his life, from the time when they were children. When Harry asked Voldemort if Snape asked him to spare
Lily's life, Voldemort sneered that Snape had only desired her, and that when she had gone he agreed that
there were other women, and of purer blood, worthier of him. Harry said that of course Snape would have
told Voldemort that, but that in reality Snape was Dumbledore's spy from the moment Lily was threatened,
he had been working against Voldemort ever since, and that Dumbledore was already dying when Snape
finished him.
Voldemort had followed every word with rapt attention, but now let out a cackle of mad laughter
as he said that none of this mattered. It didn't matter whether Snape was his or Dumbledore's, or what
petty obstacles they had tried to put in his path. Voldemort said that he crushed them, crushed them as he
had crushed Harry's mother, Snape's supposed great love. Voldemort then said that it all made sense, in
ways that Harry didn't understand. Voldemort then mentioned that Dumbledore was trying to keep the
Elder Wand from him, that Dumbledore had intended for Snape to be the true master of the wand.

Voldemort then said that he had gotten there ahead of Harry, that he had reached the wand before Harry
could get his hands on it, understood the truth before Harry had caught up. Voldemort then said that he
had killed Snape three hours ago, and the Elder Wand, the Deathstick, the Wand of Destiny, was truly his.
Voldemort said that Dumbledore's last plan went wrong, which Harry agreed with, but he advised
Voldemort to think about what Voldemort had done. Harry told him to try for some remorse, and of all the
things Harry had said to him, beyond any revelation or taunt, nothing had shocked Voldemort more than
this. Voldemort's pupils contracted to thin slits, and the skin around his eyes whitened. Harry said that
trying for remorse was Voldemort's last chance that he had seen what Voldemort would be otherwise, that
trying to feel remorse was all Voldemort had left. Voldemort was furious at this, and Harry revealed that
Dumbledore's last plan hadn't backfired on him at all, that it had backfired on Voldemort, whose hand was
trembling on the Elder Wand. Harry gripped Draco's wand very tightly, knowing the moment was seconds
away. Harry told Voldemort that the wand was still not working properly for Voldemort because
Voldemort murdered the wrong person; Snape was never the true master of the Elder Wand, that he had
never defeated Dumbledore.
Voldemort began to disagree, but Harry once again said that Snape didn't defeat Dumbledore
because their death was planned between them. Dumbledore had intended to die undefeated, the wand's
last true master, and that if all had gone as planned, and the wand's power would have died with him,
because it had never been won from him. Voldemort said that this meant Dumbledore as good as gave him
the wand, because Voldemort stole it from its last master's tomb, removed it against its last master's
wishes, and that the wand's power was his. Harry contradicted this, saying that Riddle still didn't
understand that possessing the wand wasn't enough, that holding and using it didn't really make it yours.
Harry revealed that the Elder Wand recognized a new master before Dumbledore had died, someone who
never even laid a hand on it. The new master removed the wand from Dumbledore against his will, never
realizing exactly what he had done, or that he had attained the allegiance of the world's most dangerous
wand. Voldemort chest rose and fell rapidly, and Harry could feel the curse coming, building inside the
wand Voldemort had in his hand.
Harry then said that the true master of the Elder Wand was, in fact, Draco Malfoy, who had
Disarmed Dumbledore and won the wand's allegiance shortly before Snape killed him. Utter shock
showed on Voldemort's face for a moment at this news, but then it was gone as Voldemort said that this
didn't matter, that even if Harry was right it made no different to them. Harry no longer had the phoenix
wand, and so they would duel on skill alone, and Voldemort said that after he had killed Harry he would
attend to Draco Malfoy. Harry then said that Voldemort was too late, that he had missed his chance,
because Harry had overpowered Draco weeks ago and took the hawthorn wand from him. Harry twitched
this wand, and he felt the eyes of everyone in the Hall upon it. Harry then whispered that it all came down
to this, whether or not the Elder Wand knew its last master was disarmed, because if it did, then that meant
that Harry was the Elder Wand's true master.
A red-gold glow burst suddenly across the enchanted sky above as the sun appeared over the sill
of the nearest window, and the light hit both of their faces at the same time so that Voldemort's was a
flaming blur; nature itself indicating that the time had come. Harry heard the high voice shriek "Avada
Kedavra" as he simultaneously yelled "Expelliarmus", as he pointed Draco's wand. There was a bang like
a cannon blast, and golden flames erupted between them at the dead center of the circle they had been
treading, marking the point where the spells collided. Voldemort's green jet of light met Harry's spell, and
the Elder Wand wrenched itself from Voldemort's hand and began spinning across the ceiling toward the

master it refused to kill. Harry caught the wand in his free hand as Voldemort fell backward, arms splayed
and the slit pupils of the scarlet eyes rolling upward. Voldemort hit the ground, his body feeble and
shrunken, and his snake like face vacant and unknowing. Voldemort was dead by his own rebounding
curse, and Harry looked down at his enemy's shell with the two wands in his hand.
Alternative Endings:
1)Based on JK Rowling’s discarded ending for DH, Harry is forced to go back in time and prevent Tom
Riddle from being born, the world stays the same, but Harry never existed and all the people who died
during the Wizarding Wars are alive doing exactly what they usually do.
2)Voldemort learns that the elder wand is still not obeying him and switched back to his yew wand for the
final battle. When Harry reveals himself and says that he is the master of the elder wand Voldemort
reveals that he is using the yew wand now. Harry, while initially discouraged gains courage from the fact
that the whole world and his friends and loved ones were depending on him and just as the battle begins
his dead family, friends and comrades appear and guide him to victory along with Fawkes who arrived at
the nick of time. Harry kills Voldemort with the most deadly spell in his arsenal: Sectumsempra. In the
end it was the mortal one who fought for love and justice that won not the merciless monster who only
fought for power and eternal life.
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